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ABSTRACT
Sample selection is a necessary preparation for weak lensing measurement. It is well-known that
selection itself may introduce bias in the measured shear signal. Using image simulation and the
Fourier Quad shear measurement pipeline, we quantify the selection bias in various commonly used
selection function (signal-to-noise-ratio, magnitude, etc.). We proposed a new selection function defined
in the power spectrum of the galaxy image. This new selection function has low selection bias, and it
is particularly convenient for shear measurement pipelines based on Fourier transformation.
Keywords: gravitational lensing: weak – large-scale structure of universe – methods: data analysis
1. INTRODUCTION
The large foreground structure perturbs the light ray
emitted from a distant galaxy and causes a slight and
coherent distortion of its shape. Such an effect is the
so-called weak lensing or cosmic shear (Bartelmann &
Schneider 2001; Hoekstra & Jain 2008; Kilbinger 2015).
Over the years, weak lensing has become one of the
most promising probes of the large cosmic structure
and the expansion history of the Universe through a
number of large scale weak lensing surveys such as
CFHTLenS1(Heymans et al. 2013; Kilbinger et al. 2013),
KiDS2(Hildebrandt et al. 2016), HSC 3(Hikage et al.
2019), and DES 4(Troxel et al. 2018).
A lot of efforts have been put into the study of system-
atics in the measurement to match the improvement of
the surveys (Bridle et al. 2010; Mandelbaum et al. 2014,
2015). It is challenging to obtain an unbiased shear es-
timator due to the systematics, including (but are not
limited to) the modelling bias (Bernstein 2010; Voigt &
Bridle 2010; Kacprzak et al. 2014), the noise bias (Re-
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fregier et al. 2012; Kacprzak et al. 2014), the intrinsic
alignment (Troxel & Ishak 2015), and the selection bias
(Hirata & Seljak 2003). Calibrations based on the spe-
cific survey, which are useful to investigate the origins of
different biases, are commonly applied to calibrate the
bias for the shear measurement pipeline (Kitching et al.
2008; Fenech et al. 2017).
An interesting and important type of shear bias is
caused by the imposition of the galaxy selection criteria.
This happens whenever the selection function correlates
with the galaxy shape/shear (Mandelbaum et al. 2014).
The selection bias can be easily introduced in the stages
of the galaxy detection and selection, and finally bias the
shear measurement. For example, when the galaxies are
aligned with the PSF, they are preferentially detected
because of the increasing brightness (Kaiser 2000; Bern-
stein & Jarvis 2002). It is also pointed out that galax-
ies aligned orthogonally to the intrinsic shear may be
preferentially selected, as existing detection algorithms
favor the detections of circular objects (Hirata & Seljak
2003). At the faint end, it is generally difficult to clar-
ify the influence of the detection-related selection bias,
because the detection algorithms usually correlate with
image properties such as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
galaxy size, ellipticity, and PSF profile in complicated
ways (Fenech et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2018; Mandelbaum
et al. 2018a). It is therefore useful to consider a cutoff on
a certain image property/selection function, e.g. , SNR
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or magnitude, for eliminating the selection bias arising
from detection (Bernstein & Jarvis 2002).
In practice, the magnitude and the resolution fac-
tor are often used as the selection criteria (Mandel-
baum et al. 2013; Cardone et al. 2014) to select the
relatively brighter and larger galaxies. The calibration
of shear measurement for KiDS (Fenech et al. 2017)
shows multiplicative bias and additive bias that are
strongly magnitude-dependent, using the sample de-
tected by both SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) and
the pipeline of KiDS. Li et al. (2018) shows that the
cutoff on measured resolution factor rather than the
intrinsic one biases the measurement significantly. It
is becoming clear that inappropriate selection function
can lead to significant shear measurement bias, which is
often highly nontrivial to calibrate. Removing the se-
lection bias is therefore one of the key issues for high
precision shear measurement.
In several shear measurement methods proposed re-
cently, corrections to the selection bias have been specif-
ically discussed, such as the Bayesian Fourier Domain
(BFD) method (Bernstein & Armstrong 2014; Bern-
stein et al. 2016) and the Matecalibration method (Huff
& Mandelbaum 2017; Sheldon & Huff 2017). Li et al.
(2018) iterate the selection to correct the coupling be-
tween the selection function and shear signal and sup-
press the selection bias under 1%. In this paper, we
focus on the Fourier Quad method (Zhang et al. 2015,
2016), which performs the shear measurement on the
power spectra of the galaxy images. We aim to pro-
pose an appropriate selection function, which would not
induce selection bias to the measurement in the source
selection stage.
In §2, we briefly review the Fourier Quad shear mea-
surement method. We introduce a new selection func-
tion in §3, and compare its performance with other com-
monly used selection function using image simulations.
We give a discussion of relevant issues in §4, and a brief
conclusion in §5.
2. THE FOURIER QUAD METHOD
The shear estimators in the Fourier Quad method are
defined on the 2D power spectrum of the galaxy image
in Fourier space:
G1 =−1
2
∫
d2~k(k2x − k2y)T (~k)M(~k) (1)
G2 =−
∫
d2~kkxkyT (~k)M(~k)
N =
∫
d2~k
[
k2 − β
2
2
k4
]
T (~k)M(~k)
where ~k is the wave vector. M(~k) is the modified galaxy
power spectrum properly taking into account the cor-
rections due to the background and the Poisson noise:
M(~k) =
∣∣∣f˜S(~k)∣∣∣2 − FS − ∣∣∣f˜B(~k)∣∣∣2 + FB (2)
FS =
∫
|~k|>kc d
2~k
∣∣∣f˜S(~k)∣∣∣2∫
|~k|>kc d
2~k
, FB =
∫
|~k|>kc d
2~k
∣∣∣f˜B(~k)∣∣∣2∫
|~k|>kc d
2~k
,
where f˜S(~k) and f˜B(~k) are the Fourier transformations
of the galaxy image and a neighboring image of back-
ground noise respectively. FS and FB are estimates
of the Poisson noise power spectra on the source and
background images respectively. We require the critical
wave number kc to be large enough for avoiding con-
taminations by the source power. The factor T (~k) in
eq.(1) is used to convert the form of the PSF to the
isotropic Gaussian function, so that the correction of
the PSF effect can be written out rigorously and model-
independently. It is defined as
∣∣∣W˜β(~k)∣∣∣2 / ∣∣∣W˜PSF (~k)∣∣∣2,
i.e. , the ratio between the power spectrum of a 2D
isotropic Gaussian function Wβ
5 and that of the origi-
nal point spread function (PSF) WPSF . To avoid singu-
larities in the conversion, β is required to be somewhat
larger than the scale radius of the original PSF. It has
been shown in Zhang et al. (2015) that the ensemble
averages of the shear estimators defined above recover
the shear values to the second order in accuracy (as-
suming that the intrinsic galaxy images are statistically
isotropic), i.e. ,
〈G1〉
〈N〉 = g1 +O(g
3
1,2),
〈G2〉
〈N〉 = g2 +O(g
3
1,2) (3)
Note that the ensemble averages are taken for G1, G2,
and N separately (Zhang & Komatsu 2011). Zhang
et al. (2016) offers another way of measuring the lens-
ing statistics using the probability distribution function
(PDF) of the shear estimators.
An appealing feature of Fourier Quad is its good be-
havior for sources at the faint/small end, i.e. , the in-
clusion of barely-resolved galaxies or even point sources
does not bias the shear measurement according to eq.(3)
(Zhang et al. 2015). Therefore, there are no con-
straints on the selection criteria that are imposed by
Fourier Quad, making our discussion of the selection ef-
fects quite easy and straightforward. Note that this is
not the case in many other shear recovery methods, in
which galaxies are typically required to be resolved to a
certain level for shear measurement.
5 Wβ(~x) is written as (2piβ
2)−1 exp[−|~x|2/(2β2)]
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3. BIAS-FREE SELECTION FUNCTION
Traditionally, galaxies are selected according to, e.g.
, the magnitude, SNR, resolution factor. The shear bias
is typically calibrated as a function of these parameters
(Fenech et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2018; Mandelbaum et al.
2018a). It is important to note that in these studies,
there are two kinds of bias involved: one is due to the
shear measurement method itself, and another is due
to the selection function. The first type of bias can be
separated if the galaxies are selected with the intrinsic
(pre-lensing) values of the selection function. The sec-
ond type of bias is caused by the coupling between the
selection function and the galaxy shape. An ideal selec-
tion function would be least coupled with the underlying
shear signal.
According to the lensing formalism, the total flux of
a galaxy is only affected by the convergence, not the
shear. It is therefore a promising selection function can-
didate. In practice, however, it is difficult to measure
the total flux on a noisy image without being influenced
by the galaxy shape. We consider a direct measure of
the total flux in Fourier space using the power spectrum
of a galaxy image at k = 0. We define our new selection
function as:
νF =
|f˜S(k = 0)|√
Nσ
(4)
with N and σ being the total number of pixels in the
galaxy stamp and the standard deviation of the back-
ground noise respectively. The numerator |f˜S(k = 0)|,
according to its definition, is the total flux within the
galaxy stamp. This quantity can be measured quickly
without morphological fitting or image convolution. We
therefore expect it to be the least sensitive to the galaxy
shape.
In the rest of the section, we compare the performance
of νF with several other selection functions, including
SNR, MAG AUTO, and the resolution factor (Hirata
& Seljak 2003; Massey et al. 2013; Mandelbaum et al.
2018b). The SNR and MAG AUTO are commonly mea-
sured by SExtractor (Massey et al. 2007; Leauthaud et
al. 2007; Schrabback et al. 2010; Zuntz et al. 2017; Liu
et al. 2018; Mandelbaum et al. 2018a). The resulotion
factor is defined as the ratio between the quadrupole of
galaxy and that of the PSF (Mandelbaum et al. 2018a).
The image quadrupole is defined as
T =
∫ ∫
(x2 + y2)w(x, y)I(x, y)dxdy∫ ∫
w(x, y)I(x, y)dxdy
, (5)
where I(x, y) is the galaxy brightness distribution, and
w(x, y) is the weighting kernel. Because a constant
PSF is used in our image simulations, we regard the
Figure 1. The upper two rows of panels show the point-
source galaxies generated by the random-walk method to
mimic irregular galaxies in real observations. The lower two
rows show examples of regular galaxies generated by Galsim.
quadrupole of galaxy as the resolution factor hereafter.
A Gaussian weight is used in the calculation 6.
3.1. Galaxy Simulations
We set up two types of simulations: one uses the irreg-
ular galaxies made of point sources, whose positions are
generated by random walks (Zhang 2008); the other one
uses parameterised regular galaxies generated by Galsim
(Rowe et al. 2015), an open source simulation toolkit.
The parameters regarding the observational conditions
are from CFHTLenS(Miller et al. 2013). We assume
that the observation is made in the i-band (i814), with
each exposure time being 600 seconds, and the gain be-
ing 1.5 e-/ADU, the zero point being 25.77 mag. The
pixel size is 0.187
′′
. The stand deviation of the back-
ground noise is 60 ADUs, which is obtained by the least-
squares fitting to the CFHTLenS images. We choose the
galaxy stamp size to be 64×64 pixels. Figure 1 shows
some bright examples of both types of galaxies.
3.1.1. Point-Source Galaxies
6 The scale radius of the Gaussian weight is given by the effec-
tive radius obtained from Npix = pir
2
eff , where Npix is the pixel
number of the source generated by SExtractor.
4 Hekun Li et al.
In lensing surveys, many sources have irregular
shapes. The irregularity mainly arises from galaxy
mergers. The fraction of irregular galaxy generally in-
creases with the depth of the survey because of the
increasing galaxy merger rate at high redshifts (Bridge
et al. 2007; Conselice et al. 2008). Therefore, it is im-
portant to have a way modelling the morphology of
irregular galaxies in shear measurement tests.
Real galaxies consist of hundreds of millions of stars
which are nothing but point sources. Our irregular
galaxies are made of a number of point sources using
the random walk method (Zhang 2008). In forming one
such galaxy, i.e. to determine the positions of its point
sources, we let the random walks start from the center of
the stamp, and wander for 30 steps with a fixed step size
(equal to one pixel) and random directions. We confine
the points to a circular area of radius equal to 7 pixels.
Steps that are about to go out of the circular region are
pulled back to the stamp center to continue from there.
Galaxy luminosity is modelled by changing the fluxes of
the point sources. Noises are added directly to the pix-
els to mimic different background brightness. The image
generation method based on point sources has the merit
of running fast, precise shape distortion, and efficient
PSF convolution. The resulting irregular galaxy profiles
enable model-independent studies of systematic errors
in shear measurement.
3.1.2. Galsim Galaxies
Galaxies of regular morphologies are modelled with
two types of profiles (Simard et al. 2011): the deVau-
couleurs profile (Se´rsic index n = 4) and the exponen-
tial profile (Se´rsic index n = 1). We follow Miller et
al. (2013) to set up our simulations. Our galaxy sam-
ple consists of 90% disc-dominated galaxies and 10%
bulge-dominated ones. For the bulge-dominated galax-
ies, the pure deVaucouleures profile is used. For the disc-
dominated galaxies, the bulge-to-all fraction, f = B/T ,
is assumed to be a truncated normal distribution cen-
tered at f = 0 with σf = 0.1. The half-light radius of
the bulge is set to be equal to the scale length of the
disc, and the whole profile is truncated at 4.5 times the
disc scale length to avoid the prohibitive computational
cost. The distribution of the disc scale length takes the
following form:
P (r) ∝ r exp [−(r/a)α] (6)
where a = rs/0.833
7 and α = 4/3. rs (arcsec) is related
to the i−band magnitude through: ln(rs) = −1.145 −
7 The factor 0.833 is from Appendix B1 of Miller et al. (2013),
which is indeed a typo stressed by Fenech et al. (2017). Its true
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Figure 2. The scale length distribution with respect to the
magnitude. The red dashed line shows the pixel scale.
0.269×(i814−23). Figure 2 shows the mock scale length
distribution with respect to the magnitude.
We adopt different ellipticity probability distribution
functions (PDF) for the disc-dominated and the bulge-
dominated galaxies. For the former, we assume:
P (e) =
Ae
[
1− exp ( e−emaxa )]
(1 + e)(e2 + e20)
1/2
(7)
with emax = 0.804, e0 = 0.0256, a = 0.2539 and A =
2.4318. It comes from the fitting to the 66762 SDSS disc-
dominated galaxies from DR7 (Abazajian et al. 2009).
For the bulge-dominated galaxies, we use:
P (e) = Ae exp(−αe− βe2) (8)
where α = 2.368, β = 6.691 and A = 27.8366.
3.1.3. Other Simulation Parameters
We generate two sets of samples to investigate the
selection effect: the bright sample (PI for point-source
galaxies, and GI for Galsim galaxies hereafter) contains
the sources with magnitudes range from 20 to 24.8; the
faint sample (PII for point source and GII for Galsim
galaxy hereafter) consists of galaxies with magnitudes
range from 23 to 24.8. The faint samples, GII and
PII, are not the sub-sample cut from the bright one.
The magnitude distribution is obtained by fitting to the
CFHTLenS i-band catalog (Erben et al. 2013) up to
24mag, as shown in Figure 3. The fitting function is
extrapolated to higher magnitude for our purpose.
For the PSF, we adopt the Moffat form (Bridle et al.
2009):
I(r) ∝
[
1 +
(
r
rd
)2]−3.5
H(rc − r). (9)
value should be 1.13. However, we still use the old value here, as
it would not change our main conclusion.
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Figure 3. The blue squares present the distribution of the
magnitudes in the CFHTLenS catalog. The orange line is
the best fitting curve from those with magnitude < 24 .
in which rd is the scale length, rc is set to 4 times rd,
and H(rc − r) is the Heaviside step function.
3.2. Shear Sensitivity & Multiplicative Selection Bias
The selection bias is caused by the correlation between
the selection function and the galaxy shape. To under-
stand this, one can parameterize the selection function
s as:
s ≈ sI + αg (10)
in which sI denotes the intrinsic (pre-lensing) value of
s, and g is the underlying shear signal. Note that for
simplicity, g here can stand for either g1 or g2. α is
the shear sensitivity coefficient. Let us assume that the
galaxy ellipticity e is an unbiased shear estimator, i.e. ,
e = eI +g, where eI is the intrinsic value of e. Applying
a cut of the sample according to s ≥ sc, we can write
down the measured shear as:
gˆ =
∫∞
−∞ de
∫∞
sc
ds · P (e, s) · e∫∞
−∞ de
∫∞
sc
ds · P (e, s) (11)
P (e, s) is the joint probability distribution function of
the ellipticity and the selection function. The conserva-
tion of galaxy number implies that P I(eI , sI)deIdsI =
P (e, s)deds. To the first order of g, we obtain:
gˆ=
∫∞
−∞ de
I
∫∞
sc−αg ds
I · P I(eI , sI) · (eI + g)∫∞
−∞ de
I
∫∞
sc−αg ds
I · P I(eI , sI)
≈
∫∞
−∞ de
I [
∫∞
sc
gP I(eI , sI)dsI + αgeIP I(eI , sc)]∫∞
−∞ de
I
∫∞
sc
P I(eI , sI)dsI
≈ g ·
(
1 +
∫∞
−∞ de
I · α · eI · P I(eI , sc)∫∞
−∞ de
I
∫∞
sc
P I(eI , sI)dsI
)
(12)
Note that α is not pulled out of the integration, as it
is usually not a constant, but a function of the galaxy
properties, e.g. , α(eI , sI). It is clear that a shear-
sensitive selection function implies a shear measurement
bias if it is used to select the galaxy sample. Therefore,
as a first step in studying the selection bias, we can
simply observe how the selection function varies with
the underlying shear.
In figure 4, we show the shear sensitivity for several
different selection functions for galaxy images of differ-
ent intrinsic SNR (pre-lensing). The vertical axes in the
plots are called ”variation rate”, referring to the rela-
tive change of the selection function as a function of the
underlying shear. The results in the left and right pan-
els are from a single random-walk galaxy and a Galsim
galaxy respectively. Different total fluxes are assigned
to the galaxy to form images of specified intrinsic SNRs.
To suppress the fluctuation due to noise, each data point
is averaged over 200 noise realizations. The figure shows
that our new selection function νF is least sensitive to
shear. There is no visible variation of νF even for sources
with SNR∼ 10. MAG AUTO is the next best selection
function, but a certain level of shear-sensitivity is found
when SNR. 20. On the other hand, selection functions
such as SNR and the resolution factor are found to be
strongly correlated with the galaxy shape in the figure,
implying a potentially large selection bias.
We present the main results for multiplicative bias
in Figure 5 and Figure 6 for point-source galaxies and
Galsim galaxies respectively. To find the shear biases,
we run simulations with randomly chosen shear values g1
and g2 in between −0.04 and 0.04. We generate 1.0×107
galaxies for each set of shear values, and use 1.4 × 108
galaxies in total. To present the bias due to selection, we
abandon the 10% faintest ones of the total sample each
time according to the selection function of our interest,
until there are only 20% sources left. In the figures, we
also show results from cutting the galaxy samples with
their intrinsic magnitudes (pre-lensing, MAGtrue) which
does not introduce selection bias.
We find significant selection biases for SNR and the
resolution factor using both regular and irregular galaxy
samples, and mild ones for MAG AUTO. In contrast,
νF performs consistently well, and as well as MAGtrue
indeed. These behaviors of the selection functions are
consistent with Figure 4. Compared with the regular
galaxy sample, the selection bias would be exacerbated
by the irregularity of the galaxy morphology. The in-
creasing portion of faint galaxies also enlarges this bias.
Essentially, νF should be equivalent to magnitude as
they are both measures of the total flux. However, mag-
nitude is typically estimated within a domain that is de-
pendent on the galaxy shape, while measurement of νF
6 Hekun Li et al.
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Figure 4. The shear sensitivities of different selection functions measured under different noise conditions. The vertical axes
are called ”variation rate”, referring to the relative change of the selection function as a function of the underlying shear. Results
in the left and right panels use random-walk galaxies and Galsim galaxies respectively, both of which are chosen to be somewhat
elliptical along the x axis as their intrinsic shape. The shear sensitivities in most of the plots are therefore quite significant with
respect to the g1 component.
does not involve morphological constraints. It is there-
fore a better selection function than MAG AUTO.
3.3. Additive Selection Bias
The selection bias can also take an additive form when
the PSF is anisotropic. Let us follow similar calculations
as in §3.2, but this time consider the selection function
s that is not only affected by the underlying shear, but
also by the ellipticity of the PSF e∗:
s ≈ sI + αg + βe∗ (13)
Again, without loss of generality, we do not specify the
subindices of g and e∗ here. β is the shear sensitivity
of s with respect to e∗. Let us still assume that the
galaxy ellipticity e is an unbiased shear estimator, i.e.
, e = eI + g, i.e. , the influence of PSF on the shear
estimator is removed. We can write down the measured
shear as:
gˆ =
∫∞
−∞ de
∫∞
sc
ds · P (e, s) · e∫∞
−∞ de
∫∞
sc
ds · P (e, s)
=
∫∞
−∞ de
I
∫∞
sc−αg−βe∗ ds
I · P I(eI , sI) · (eI + g)∫∞
−∞ de
I
∫∞
sc−αg−βe∗ ds
I · P I(eI , sI) (14)
Keeping terms up to the first orders in g and e∗, we
have:
gˆ≈ g ·
(
1 +
∫∞
−∞ de
I · α · eI · P I(eI , sc)∫∞
−∞ de
I
∫∞
sc
P I(eI , sI)dsI
)
+ e∗ ·
∫∞
−∞ de
I · β · eI · P I(eI , sc)∫∞
−∞ de
I
∫∞
sc
P I(eI , sI)dsI
(15)
The above calculation shows that one should also ex-
pect an additive shear bias if the selection function is
correlated with the galaxy shape. This is demonstrated
in Figure 7, in which we shear the PSF used in the GI-
and PI-sample slightly (e1 = 0, e2 = 0.1, 0.05) and re-
peat the selection processes, as done in §3.2. According
to the figure, there are significant additive biases (c2 due
to the non-zero e2 of the PSF) in the sample selected
by SNR, resolution factor, and MAG AUTO. The am-
plitude of c2 is roughly proportional to e2 of the PSF,
as predicted in eq.(15). Note that when the cutoff on
MAG AUTO comes to the bright end, the additive bias
c2 becomes negligible. However, the bias from SNR or
resolution factor becomes significant on the bright end.
On the other hand, νF does not seem to introduce any
noticable additive bias for either faint or bright sources.
4. DISCUSSIONS
We discuss some details related to the results above,
including detection bias, scatter of νF due to noise, and
using νF to weight the shear estimators in Fourier Quad
method.
4.1. Detection bias
Source detection is a necessary step in practice. At the
faint end, typically, whether a galaxy is detected or not
depends on its brightness, morphology, as well as PSF
in a complicated way. This pre-selection step causes
a systematic change of the morphological distribution
of the galaxies at the faint end, therefore can naturally
introduce a shear bias. This is what we call the detection
bias.
The detection bias is mixed with the selection effect
at the very faint end. To suppress the detection bias (as
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Figure 5. The multiplicative bias due to the cutoff of the irregular galaxy sample according to the selection function. The
curves of MAGtrue(orange) should be a reference because the intrinsic(input) magnitude is not subject to any selection bias.
The grey solid points are the results from the entire sample (including those that are not detected by SExtractor), showing that
the detection bias is insignificant.
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Figure 6. Same as Fig.5, but for the galaxy sample of regular morphology generated by Galsim.
it is not the focus of this work), we set a low threshold
in SExtractor to include more sources. We require at
least 5 pixels above 1.5σ of the background noise for
a detection. The detection rate is about 95% in the
Galsim samples (both GI and GII), and 99.9% for the
random-walk samples (both PI and PII). In every case,
we find that the multiplicative and additive bias of the
entire sample, grey circles in Figure 5, 6, and 7, are very
close to that of the detected sample (non-cut sample).
Therefore, the detection bias problem is not important
in our current simulations. On the other hand, for real
data, a high cut-off on the galaxy sample in terms of
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Figure 7. The additive selection bias due to the existence of an anisotropic PSF for the regular galaxy sample (upper panels)
and the irregular one (lower panels). The PSF has the ellipticity of e = (0, 0.1) for the results in the first two columns,
e = (0, 0.05) for those in the last column (only c2 is shown). The grey solid points are the results from the entire sample
(including those that are not detected by SExtractor), showing that the detection bias is insignificant.
the selection function should always allow us to avoid
the detection bias.
4.2. Reducing the scatter of νF
The background noise can significantly scatter the
value of νF , particularly at the faint end. Figure 8 shows
the scatter of νF (in blue color). To mitigate the influ-
ence of noise, we fit a 2nd-order polynomial function in
the neighborhood of k = 0 in Fourier space to recover
the νF . We use the neighboring 5×5 areas to fit the
logarithms of the pixel values around k = 0. The loga-
rithmic scale makes the profile more smooth. The pixel
values at k = 0 and the four corners of the 5×5 region
are excluded from the fitting to make the fitting region
more isotropic. As a result, the νF derived from fitting
(called νF,fit hereafter) is much less scattered, as shown
in Figure 8 with orange color.
However, we find that the fitting algorithm tends to
underestimate the νF for those with the extended pro-
files, which correspond to more abrupt rise of power in
the central region of the Fourier space, and therefore a
worse fitting. Consequently, selection based purely on
νF,fit would tend to discard galaxies of more extended
profiles. To avoid this problem while keeping the advan-
tage of νF,fit, we propose to use the maximum between
νF and νF,fit (called ν˜F hereafter) as the final form of
the selection function for Fourier Quad instead of νF .
We find that our results and conclusions in the previous
sections are hardly affected by this change.
4.3. Weight for the Fourier Quad method
22.5 23.0 23.5 24.0 24.5 25.0
Magnitude
100
101
F
F
F, fit
Figure 8. Scatters of νF (in blue) and νF,fit (in orange).
In this work, we only work with the averaging method
in Fourier Quad. In this case, the amplitudes of the
shear estimators defined in Eq.(1&2) are proportional
to the square of the galaxy flux, and the ensemble av-
erages would be dominated by the bright galaxies if the
shear estimators are not weighted. In the results pre-
sented so far, we weight each shear estimator using F−2,
with F being the true galaxy flux. Note that as the true
flux does not correlate to the underlying shear signal, it
should not introduce any weight-related biases. In prac-
tice, as F is not available, we find that our new selection
function ν˜F is a qualified replacement of F . Figure 9
shows the measurement of the multiplicative biases for
the PI sample. For the green curves in the figure, ν˜F
is used not only for selecting the sample, but also as a
weighting function. It shows that neither the selection
nor the weighting introduce any noticable shear bias in
this case. This is perhaps not surprising, as selection
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Figure 9. Comparison of the multiplicative biases for shear
estimators weighted by the true flux F and ν˜F respectively
using the PI sample. The results are similar for other sam-
ples.
is essentially a type of weighting, and they rely on the
same mechanism (correlation with the galaxy shape) in
generating the shear bias.
5. CONCLUSION
Sample selection may introduce shear bias if the se-
lection function is correlated with the galaxy shape.
In this paper, with the Fourier Quad shear measure-
ment method, we study the performance of several se-
lection functions, including magnitude, signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), and resolution factor, as well as a new func-
tion νF , which is defined as a measure of the signal-to-
noise ratio within a fixed domain in the neighborhood of
the galaxy. The selection bias is measured on simulated
galaxies with both regular shapes (generated by Galsim)
and irregular ones (made of point sources connected by
random walks).
The selection effect can introduce both multiplicative
and additive bias (when the PSF has an anisotropic
form) as a result of the couplings between the selection
functions and the shape parameters. This is shown in
§3.2 and §3.3 with both analytical arguments and nu-
merical evidences. We find that all three traditional
selection functions have non-negligible sensitivities to
galaxy shapes, leading to multiplicative shear bias at
the level of a few percent, and additive bias propor-
tional to the PSF ellipticities. Selections according to
the magnitude introduce multiplicative bias at the level
of ∼ 1 − 2%, and those according to SNR or the reso-
lution factor can cause much larger multiplicative bias.
In general, the bias is larger on irregular galaxies than
on regular ones.
In contrast, our newly defined selection function νF
performs much better. It works almost as well as the
true magnitude (pre-lensing). νF uses the power at
~k = 0 in Fourier space as an estimator of the galaxy
flux. In this case, the domain for counting the galaxy
flux is fixed. νF is therefore much less sensitive to the
galaxy shape than the magnitude or the other popular
selection functions (fig.4), and can be safely used as a
bias-free selection function in shear measurements. We
also propose ν˜F as a slightly modified version of νF to
reduce the scatter at the faint end, without changing its
quality as a selection function. When the ensemble aver-
ages are taken for the shear estimators of Fourier Quad,
ν˜F can also be used as a bias-free weighting function for
homogenizing the contributions from galaxies of differ-
ent luminosities.
In our current study, detection-related selection effect
is not considered, as the detection rate of our simulated
sample is very high (according to the result of SExtrac-
tor). In practice, to avoid detection-related shear bias,
one can set the threshold of the selection function high
enough. But we caution that there are other source se-
lection effects that can bias the shear measurements,
such as image overlapping (Sheldon et al. 2019) and
photo-z error. We plan to study these effects in a fu-
ture work with real data. We also plan to extend our
current discussions to issues related to the PDF SYM
approach, which is a promising new statistical approach
in Fourier Quad method.
We believe that the new selection function ν˜F is also
useful for other shear measurement methods, because
our discussion in the section 3.2 & 3.3 regarding the
shear sensitivity of the selection function is independent
of shear measurement. A detailed discussion of this topic
is however beyond the scope of this paper.
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